Natech
MyFleet
Web-based fleet management
software, uninterrupted fleet
tracking/management system

MyFleet
Overview
MYFLEET is an uninterrupted fleet tracking and management system, implemented by Natech. It is a useful tool to supervise your
vehicles by real-time monitoring through the GPS technology,
enhance fleet performance and communicate with all the mem-bers
in the fleet every time of the day, at any place.
MYFLEET is addressed to any
business, regardless of activity,
having one or more vehicles.
The system is placed to an independent number of vehicles
and offers live display on the
map for all the vehicles owned
by the company.
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Vehicles are a mission-critical
part of everyday business activities. Better visibility leads to
better decisions.
Like other business solutions
provided by Natech, MYFLEET
is distinguished for reliability,
functionality and ease of use.
customer satisfaction from the use
and technical support of MYFLEET

and more businesses across Greece
are already served by MYFLEET!

Features and Capabilities
VEHICLE STATUS & LOCATION
Vehicles’ tracking on digital maps in real time and
actual information about the vehicle’s speed, direction of movement, engine status and idle time.
ROUTE OPTIMIZATION
Automatic optimal route calculation by selecting the
customers or the areas that the vehicle should visit, in
order to eliminate unnecessary movements and fuel
consumption .
FUEL CONSUMPTION CONTROL
Full control of each vehicle’s fuel consumption so
that the fleet runs as efficiently as possible.
HISTORY OF ITINERARIES
Control of the compliance to the planned itinerary
through history data paths providing a detailed analysis
of the movements, the attitudes and the visits to
customers.
SENSOR CONNECTION

Reading data (such as temperature, humidity, etc.)
from sensors and analytic presentation of all information in the form of reports and graphs.
STATISTICS
Detailed statistics to provide the overall picture of
vehicle mobility with reference to the cost of fuel and
the visits to customers.
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MyFleet
Benefits

Organization and
operation of the
company

Short amortization
period of
acquisition costs

Expenses
management

Drivers’ safety
(SOS phone, etc.)

Optimization of
routes and fleet
productivity

Reduction of risk &
compliance with
traffic rules

Faster customer
service

Protection against
theft of vehicles
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Reasons to choose
MYFLEET

Fleet management allows
companies to manage their
fleet during all the transportation process.
There are many reasons why
the worldwide market of vehicle tracking is constantly
growing.
But, why choose Natech’s
MYFLEET?

It is a functional and flexible solution
based on modern technology
It features a handy, simple and user
friendly process environment
It is customized and extended according
to the needs of your company

It provides a guaranteed return on your
money and its cost is competitive
It provides Natech’ s reliability and
experience in matters of expertise
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MyFleet
Screenshots
MYFLEET offers live vehicle monitoring 24 hours/day, 365 days/year
with worldwide coverage.
Login to MYFLEET is via the website www.ifleet.gr.

Each user has a unique password with monthly subscription without a
contract commitment.
The system can be customized to customer’s requirements based on his
consequent needs.

Friendly environment

Smarter fleet, smarter business!
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The company

Natech
Natech S.A. a leading IT services provider firm with a 30 years
strong presence in the areas of financial businesses and large
scale enterprises.
Designs, develops, delivers and supports customizable IT solutions helping organizations meet their business objectives and
achieve high performance. Based on team’s extensive business
expertise, Natech develops innovative software solutions, in
order to drive long term growth & operational excellence of
customers (retains almost all of its original clientele/retention
rate ~98%).

Natech partners with top notch international IT companies in an
effort to cover virtually any banking need and proud themselves for being awarded with top international certifications.

Microsoft Partner
ISO 27001:2013
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 22301:2012

90%
Customer
satisfaction
2017

''Integrated
Innovation'' award
(Start up/Scale up
awards 2017)

Credible ∙ Simple ∙ Agile

Contact Us

IOANNINA

ATTICA

85 Stavrou Niarhou Ave
Ioannina 45500
Greece
+30 26510 77300
+30 26510 28188 (Fax)
info@natech.gr

7 Granikou Ave
Maroussi, Attica 15125
Greece
+30 2155302510
athens@natech.gr

www.natech.gr
Facebook: Natech S.A.
Twitter: @natechsa
LinkedIn: NATECH S.A

